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Abstrect

The paper examines the results of empirically testing

a hypothesie about a poseibility to prognoeticate aotual

rutral-urban migration relying on data on the orientation

(rural or urbam) cf rural dwellers, on their migrational

plans. The main conclusion $.13 that propensity to move may

be -dewed as ground fer actual movement though the rela-

tionship between these processes is more complicated than

that.

Planning and forecasting of rural people's migration

ca be done not only on the basis of tne knowledge of ob-

jective conditions of individuals but elm) of such perso-

nality structure components as behavioural motives, goals,

needs, attitudes and orientatichs sinoo the social action

of an individual is determined by the oxternal world in-

directly, through personality structure.

In objective reality individuals interests, needs and

attitudes are manifested ia their evaluations of public

events and in actual behaviour. Aocording to this, the

main efforts of sociologists are directed, first, on

studying attitudes and_OanSA-SIZVOnai_evaluations

individuals of social processes and events. This point was

eepocially emphasized by V.I. Lenin who pointed out to

the neceseity to know exactly "on any problem, at any

moment, the public sentiments, public actual needs, aspi-

rations, images, to be able to know without any false

exaggeration the actual degree of its political conscious-
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ness" (Lenin, V. 44:340. Second, it is necosaary to otudy

the utual behaviour of an individonl, nu, "action in the

m6ut plain and clear revelntion of n man, nf nis eentiments

and gouls" (Hegel, v Y.7:223).

-As-the Ochavioural LttiO1 s such doeo nctcontain. its

=Live(' (that core rhich ls the specifics of conscious

a:tivity) And che mechanicm nf a pnrticular type of selec-

t4ve hehavinur is ot seen, this evidence cannot help

vhat will be the behaviour of a totality of people

cr different soial conditions. This involvee a task to

discetn between actual 'oehaviour and public conscioueness

anA to fini cut their relationship.

With refrence.to any npecific section of social reality

this tasK is a partial but neceusarY etep in finding the

most precise und effective methode for predicting social

p:pct.sses.

:n this paper an attempt is made to find out the ralation,

ship between propenaity to migration reported in evaluations

of urban and rural life styles and in specific migrational

,qans, on.the one hand, and actual migrational behaviour

(actual migration), on the other. The study was based on the

empirical data cbtained in two sampling questionnaire sur

veys of the rural population of the Novosibirsm province

conducted at the Sector for Rural and Urban Social Problema

(Institute of Economise and Industrial Engineering) in

1967 and 1970. The first survey was aimed to detect migra-

tional plans and orientations 'of rural dwellers: the second

et studying their actual migrational behaviour.

1. The Selection of Object of Investigatisn

The decision abcut cityward migration is taken by rural

dwellers under high influence of their general attitude

toward urban and rural way of life, their dominant orienta-

tion: rural or urbmn. At the same time, this in MD way

means that general urban preference should necesSerily

lead to cityward migration. Among respondente defending

4
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urban life atyle we could identify three types of attitudes

toward migration.

The first relates to highly immobile rural people. De-

spite their reported urban preference, these people do not
migrate which is the evidence either to highly general

kind of their urban preference, or to the presence of very

strong objective and subjective factors impeding their
migration.

The second type relates to rural dwellers indifferent

to migration. It is, first, those who have not yet arrived

at a definite deciaion. Second, it is persons who, in

principle, advocate migration but do not feel it urgent
for themselves.

The third type relaten to moat mobile rural people, i.e.

those who are resolved to move.

Rural dwellers of the second and third types may be
divided according to another attribute, which is more or

less independent of the firm decision to move. This is

the apecific character of their migrational plans. In the
eecond and third typea of rural dwellers there are indivi-
duals who not only scheme their movement but also see

actual ways and opportunities for the implementation of

their decisions, i.e. have quite specific migrational plans:

they already know the year of movement, city, supposed

place of learning or work etc. Along with them, in both

types there are persons who do not have such plans.

We would expect rural dwellers of the third type who

have quite specific migrational plans as.most probable

migrants. They were chosen by us as the main object of

investigation for testing our hypothesis. In this way,
uaing a fairly simple substantive typology, we have iden-
tified a group of most probable rural migrants.

2. Test of the Hypothesis

The analysis of the structure of the actual migational
flow to cities has shown that the percentage of persona

5
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who in 1 967 reported their urban preferences were resolved

to move to city and had concrete plans ia 37.3%, i.e.

slightly above one third of the actual flow. Thia figure

may seem not very high, but it ie so. /t is enough to

remember that the aotual flow inclUded first, people firm-

ly reaolved to migrate but without apecific plins at the

moment of interview in 1967; second, persona who in 1967

were at the stage of decision formation.

It is evident that for three years migrational plans may

not only become speoific but be also implemented.

In aum, what is the,degree of implementation by rural

dwellers of their Migrational decisiona? Or, else, what is

the degree cf divergence between plane and actual behaviour'

And to what extent can thie divergence be explained by

rectifying effect of eocial conditions and to what by

unsteadineaa of migrational plane and orientations them,

selves, by their actual, though not always recognized

adherence to rural way of life?

The answers , in a brief form, are contained in

Scheme 1.

By 1970 about half (41%) of the most likely migranta

had implemented their decision and in fact were residing

in city. Through a mathod of indirect interview with

relativea and neighbours of these persona we have ascer..

tained that the main bulk (92.2%) of former migrants were

satisfied with their new life, 4.6% were not quite aatie-

fied and a negligible minority (3.2%) were definitely die-

satiefied with their city life.

87.8% of migrante who lived in city were not going to

return to the countryside. We shou2d deduct from their

number that category which are to go back to the rural

side after completing their training.

Therefore, nearly.all former migrants, before the time

of interview, had managed to take roots in cities, find

joba, registration and regulate their life.

This category of former potential migranta has exhibited

steadiness in city orientation, will and purpose, persever..

6
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once in implementing their plans, ability to Adjuat to a

new environment. On the Other hand, external social oondi.,

tions and oircumatanceo seem to have not posed obetaoles to

them.
Slightly above halr potential

migranto (54%) lived as of

interview time in rural areas. 82.3% of them (44.4% uf all

sampled population) lived in the same villages an in 1967.

According to this, we can oonolude that ,for oityward per

sons intrarural movement is rather fortuitouo. It aocounts

for about 8% in the struoture of flows of different direc

tions.

The group of potential migrants who lived in the oountry..

oide at 1970 interview date is not behaviourally uniform

and can be divided into twc
subgroups. Pint, those who

proved in fact to be steady; they did not make any attempt

at leaving. Second, those who made such attempts but failed,

or even lived in city for some time and then came back.

Potential migrants who had never

left their village

One of the most numerous groups of potentita migrants

were those who in 1970 livad in the same virage and over

the preceding 3 years had not made an attem. to move. Thin

group accounted for 38% of the total tested population and

70.4% among those of them who still were rural residents.

By attitude toward their former decision about migration

this group falls into several subgroups (Table 1).

37.8% of potential migrants still living in the village

(15.9% of the total tested
population) had not (slough time

to implement their decision, but in the years ahead were

going to move to city. The substantial percentage of this

group shows that time needed for imolementation of their

decisions is rather long and, at least, more than three

year period.
About 3% of this group who in 1967 not only advocated

urban life, but had also specific migrational plans, conten-

8



ded of their never having ouch intention. This fact may
be explained either by interviewer's fault, or by fluctua-
tion of human memory.

Table 1
Potential migrants who never left

their village by their reappraisal of the

former deciaion to migrate,

Reappraisal Percentage with
this attitudo

Changed their minds 43.0
Uncertain, more likely will not leave 1.5
Uncertain, more likely will leave 3.3
Hed not enough time to implement
their decision 37.8
Do not know 0.5
Never had such intention (renuncia-
tion from their reply of 1967) 2.8
No information 11.1

Total 100.0

The highest percent (43.0% of the group and 17% of total
tested population) is held by persons who gave up their
migrational plans. Close to them are those who are still
uncertain but more likely will not leave.

In view of studying migrational mechanisms it would be
interesting to find out the reasons for which some pereons
changed their minds. To what extent was it due to external
circumstances so that the person still haa a propensity to
move though delays his plan for the time being? And to
what extent have former potential migrants changed into
steady rural dwellers on the baais of, perhaps. a sober
evaluation of urban life and favourable changes in the
rural life?

To answer these questions we had to analyze actual
migrational behaviour, since a distinctive trait of a

9



motive ia ita duality, dialectic intemonnuotión of exter..

nal and internal faotore. The motive refleota, on the one

hand ,
the inner ethienoe of the pereonality (ite eyeteM of

attitudee, valnee, needs, intergate) and on the other re..

Auirtmente pooed by the environment in tho form of the

oituation the individual finde himself in. By motive its

ordinarily meant the eubjeotive attitude of a pereon toward

hie action, the realization by him of reaeona whieh oaueed

this action. The analysia of this dual nature of motive

may help us anower theee questiona,

According to tho foregoing, what is tho etruoture of

motivea for giving up the idea to migrate to city? (Table 2).

Table 2

Struotare or motivee tor giving up

migrational plans, %

Groups of motivee Percentage of thoee
who mentioned thin
group of motivas

Diffioulties to establish
residence in city 2C.0

Unfavourable urban conditions 13.2

Favourable rural conditione 34.0

Personal end domestic reasons 25.2

No informatioa 7.6

Total 1C0.0

The examination of these reerone illustrates how actual

social opportunities avbstantlully change migrational plans.

This ie moat true of a rather aurae:one group of rural dwel

lerg justifying their refusal trom moving by difficulties

to establish reeidence in a city. As is seen, even on the

first stage in implementation of migrational plans,

the period of probing into ectual pcssibilities of settling

in a new place, a fairly large group of rural dwellers

encounters obstacles forcing them to give up their deci

sions. The kind of difficulties can be neen from Table 3.



Table 3

Difficulties amsociated with the

oettlement ln a city, %

Difficulties Perventege in all
motivon

Peroentage to
other diffieul-

tieo

Getting dwelling

Getting regintration
in a c%ty

General difficulty

Failure, to enter an
educational eatablish-
ment in a oity

12.3

5.5

1.1

61.1

27.7

5.6

5.6

Total 20.0

....
100.0

The higheot pertentage wao obtained by ouch motivea aa

:liabeence of dwelling in tho city, difficulties in getting

dwelling" (61.1%) and "difficulty in getting registration

in the city" (27.7%). Without changing their urban orienta-

tion and propensity to migrate this group, under pressure

of reality, become steady rural dwellers not planning city-

ward migration for the yeara ahead.

On the other hand, during the past period aome part of

rural dwellers, after upending their leave of absence in

city, with their kina and friends, on busineee missions,

camo to a more critioal attitude toward urban conditions.

knd the closer contacta with urban life engendered an

opposite attitude. 13% of rural dwellers resident in their

'villages and having abandoned their migrational plane ex-

plained this change by unfavourable conditions in cities.

66.7% of them began to condemn urban life style in general,

the remaining 33.3% mentioned specific difficultiee, in

particular, the lack of places in urban kindergartens and

nurseries.

Critical attitudee toward urban life logically entailed

attention to favourable rural featuree. By their percentage

12



this group of reasons is the most representative and makes

34%. The intimate knowledge of rural life by respondante

accounts for the-diversity of mentioned favourabie:rural

features against unfavourable urban. This attests to their

low urban experience and little knowledge of it.

This group of reasons include of couree such universal

stabilization factore as favourite work, habit to natural

environment and social surroundings ("to the folk"), to

this particular residential location. We shall divide them

conventionally into three groups: reasons associated with

the attrectiveness of rurel life style, ecOnomic situation

of the family and working-conditions (Table 4).

Table 4

Structure of advocated rural

conditions, %

Reported favourable
conditions

The attractiveness of
rural way of life

Reasons associated
with occupational
activity

Reasons associated with
economic status of the
family

Total

Percentage in
total reasons
for giving up
migrational
plans

Percentage in total
indicatione to
favourable rural

conditions

10.9 32.0

13.2 39.0

9.9 29.0

34.0 100.0

Interpreting the table, we can see that the discerned

groups of reasons haye more or less stabilizing effect.

Special attention is .drawn, however, to the indication of

the attractiveness of rural way of life which shows that

some rural dwellers have reevaluated rural life and found

that not only particular features of rural life were at-

tractive but all this life as a whole.

12



In thie case:the refUsal:froM migration was caused not

onlylby rectifying effect of objectivehonditions but by

laereonality structure, its needs ana interests and flustua

tingjiature of orientations themselves. This is just the

case where our former potential migrant turned a steady
: rural inhabitant.

The considerable part (39%) of potentirl mi6xents ex

plaining their refusal from migration by itAvourable rural

conditions, refer to reasons associated with occupational

activity.

We shall examine the structure of these reasons in

detail (Table 5)..

Table 5

The structure of occupational reasons,

Reasons Percentage
in all rea
sons for
refusal
from mig
rational
plans

Percentage
in all re
ferences

to'favour-
able rural
conditions

Percentage in
ocCupationel
reasons for
advocating
rural life

Better working
conditione 4.4 13.0 33.3
The attractiveness
of work performed 4.4 13.0 33.3
The awareness of
social significen
ce of work per.-
formed 2.2 6.5 16.7
Other reasons 2.2 6.5 16.7

total 13.2 39.0 100.0

The strongest stabilizing action is exercised by reasons
associated with the attractiveness of work performed. Here
are some of these replies: "the work here suite me, and
what I shall find in city I do not know"; "my work is good,
necessary for every one and its results are evident";

13



"I have made efforts and wish to see.the results"; "I simply

care for my work".

As is aeen, a certain part of potential migrants advoca-

ted work az eocial value. And this orientation proves to be

for them more importart than orientation at urban life style.

According to sociologists in this oountry and abroad, un-

favourable working conditions ars one of the strongest

pushes to city. Ae was shown by our study, better working

conditions, in their turn, exercise considerable stabilizing

effect. 33.3% of work reasons were references to the improve-7

ment in working conditions. This evidences again that improve-

ment in farm working conditions is a necusbaly part of the

system of measures on the retention of labour in the country.

1,6.7% Of occupational reasons arethose acTlaining non-

Migration to city by social significance of farm work. TheY

were worded in this way: "there must be someone to grow

grain", "there is nobody to work here, we need equipment

:oporatoreo. The motivegOaf this type inclnde, besides pride

for one's participation in important and necessary activity,

one's identification with farm work, unwillinglness to shift

from it to any other.

Among the reasons associated with favourable rural con-

ditions, a considerable percentage (29.0%) is made by finan-

cial considerations (Table 6).

Table 6

Financial considerations contributing to

inhabitants' stabilization in the rural side, %

Considerations Percentage in
all reasons
for non-mig-
ration

Percentage
in all re-
ferences
to favour7-
able rural
conditions

Percentage
in the group
of financial
considerations
in advocating
rural life

The possibility
of cheaper sub-
sistence due tat
private economy

Better dwelling
conditions

2.2

5.5

6.5

16.0

22.2

55.6



:Illetter economic
COhditions of
the family

Total

2.2

9.9

6.5 22.2

29.0 100.0

The main bulk of reasons (77.8%) are of dynamic nature

and:directly associated with tbe changes in living condi-

tions 'which took place over the past 3 yea:re...This type of

reasons attests to the controllability of migrational pro-

cese in general. Comparatively eimple economic measures,

such as improved dwsiling conditions and work remunerations

aan xercisePstabilizing effect on part of population and

make for them cityward migration non-rational.

A large 'percentage of potential migrants (22.2%) explain

-their refusal from migretion by merely realizing economic

,advantage of staying in the country (those advustagee which

ihad existed formerly also). One of such advantages ie "the

possibility to hays a cheaper subsistence in the rural side

with the help of private plots".

Tbis group or reasons also illuetrates the effect of

eacial cOnditions.

Along with the found out difficulties to establish re-

sidence in city or unfavourable city conditions, as well as

the realization of certain rural advantages, part of rural

dwellers who gave up thsir intention to leave (25.2%) ex-

plain it by purely personel mot:lves, in particular, by

changed family utatus, oW,f -An growing up or ageing

(Eab).e 7).

Some rUral dwellers gave up their decision to Migrate

without changing the general attitude toward urban life;

they- considered it too late fcr them to change their tenor

of life :("cld age, am going to retire fromAob", "in old

Age it is better to have a home of one!s own"); others

refer to immaturity of their former decision ("was green",

"wished to leave because of my yoting age").

Age:motives point out tc the instability of migrational



plans,their immaturity-rather than the rectifying impact

of certain external conditions Or re-evaluations of-life.

Table 7

The structure of personal and domestio

reasons tor non-migration:to city, %

Motives Percentage in
all motives
for non-mig-
ration

Percentage in
pereonal and do-
mestic motives

Motives associated with
age 8.7 35.0

Health condition 6.6 26.0

Marriage 6.6 26.0

Unwillingness of one of
family members to move 2.2 8.7

Family enlargement 1.1 4.5

Total 2542 100.0

This can be explained also by that situation of which

A. France wrote: "The ekull of everyone of UB covers a lot

of contradictory ideas to which we are equally attached

and which are getting along together very well because We

never call :them for confrontation".

Other domestic and personal reasons need no interpreta-

tion. It is Clear that marriage, illness make ane see the

matter'of migrati3n in a new light, 'often OppaaitelY.

One eliould not ignore aiso such a factor as unwillingnesaH:

to leave for city af one of family members".

In spite of great spread and stabilizing effect of per

sonal and domestic motives, this group of reasons has ne

deep or visible social roots and cannot help find ways and

methods for reducing intensive exodus form the country,

should we pose this teak.

Our analysis has shown that Under different "hmadings".

within seemingly different groups of motives very simila

social situations are hidden. The conclusion about favourable

16



x.iireleonditions is the other side of the conclusion about

unfaVourable urban conditions., end the latter is hard to

distingUiah from diffidulties to establish residonce in a

new place. For this reason, we have rearranged motives for

non-migration on a new basis.

Under the first group subsumed were all the motives

lassoCiated with nen-migration on the basis eZ better know-

ledge of actual urban-rural differences and of the realize-.

tion of rural advantages. The following reasons were inclu-

ded: "the attractiveness of rural way of life", "the oppor-

tunity to have a cheaper subsistence due to private economy".,

"the attractiveness of work performed" etc. The proportion

of this kind of reasons is 37.2%.

The second sreup mss formed of motives associated with

changed eituatiOns of the respondents. These are "improve-

Ment in housing situation and economic status of the family",

"Marriage", "family increase" etc. They make 28.6%.

The third group were motivea of involuntary decision

for nonmigration on account of existing objective Oircu*

stances.. This group embraced the motives associated With

difficulties to establish residence in a city and part of
:

:metives associated with unfavourable urban conditions. The

proportion cc?. this kind of motives among all others wan
24.4%.

While the first two group.' of motives concern nituations

of equilibrium, the motives of the third type characterize

a situation ef conflict, disparity between urban orientation

of rUral people, their migrational Plans, en the one hand,

-and the objective opPortunities for the implementation of

these plans, on the other.

Potential Migrants Who First

Moved to City and Then Returned Back

8% of tested population were persons who , for some

ireasonaor oiher, retLrned to the village after having

lived for some time in city. At the same time, if we take

17
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all potential migrants resident norvin the rural sidejthe

proportion of whose who had urban experience after the:I,967

interview is 15.3%. On the basis of these data we can alio '

conclude that met of eityward migrante:menaged to:settle

there and only small part of them (17.2%) returned home.

As a rule, people come back to their native village.

Only 20% who failed to establish residence in city moved

to other villages. Due to this, we had an opportunity to'

get information from respondents themselves. In other cases

we had to ask their neighbours and relatives..

To summarize, what are reasons for their coming back to'

the village? To what extent is it attributable to subjective

drives and to what to the environment and circumstances.?

About 9% ,f those who came back to the village where

they lived in 1967 were disappointed in urban way of life.

"I like quiet living", "did not like it in city", "am

accuBtomed to the rural place" - such were the replies.

Urban preference reported by this category of persons,in

June, 1967 and implemented later onl Was rather abstract

and imitative than adequate to the actual needs and goals

of these people. We cannot exclude also certain censerva,

tiem, the habil to a particular life style, d4g94-u1tiee

of adjustme: to a quite different setting and conditions.

Some part of ruriol Migrants cannot even expocie themselves

to urban experience for such a time as to be able to appre,

ciate favourable urban features (Table 8).

17% of migrants were forced to come back to the village'.

as a result of having encountered housing, registration

and employment difficulties.

About a fourth of those who returned to their village,

were persons previously Bent by collective or state farm

to get training in urban technical and other schools, i.e._

who had never been actual migrants.

A small proportion among the returning motives is:a

group conventionally referred to by UB as "children-parent" .

ties. For young generation who leave the village kin con

tacte are not broken at all; moreover, they play more of
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The structure of motives for

coming back to that village where they lived

in June 1967, %

Motives Proportion in the group

The attractiveness of rural
life style and unattractive
ness of urban

Difficulties to establish
residence in City

PlaceMent after completing
education

Childrenparents ties

The climate Aid not agrae with

Other personal and domestic
reasons (marriage)

:Others

8.5

17.2

22.9

25.6

11.5

5.7

Total 100.0

a role.It is rather common that young people coming back do

sonot so much on account of their attachment to rural life

es to home1 to the family: "longed for parents", "did not

want to live away from my mother" , !tlonged for home". Some

time's the initiative is with parents: "my parents have per.-

sueded me to come back home", "parents ordered to return

home".

8.5% of respondents expleined their coming back by

changes in marital status. The rest of them by state of

health and other personal and domestic reasons.

Extremely low part (1.6%) of all tested population go

from city to a village otaer than their native one. To

find out their reasons for returning to rural life but

outside iheir native villages we asked about it their

netabhours and relatives. The analysis has shown that the

obtained atructure ok motives was very like that obtained

throUgh direct interviewa bUt considerably poorer. The



highest proportion:was held by such motives as "desire to

live with relatives"., "unfavourable urban conditions" (22.2%).

' Part of the flow (11.1%) obtained job placements after Som-

pleting training in city. The return of others was explain7

ed by health condition (11.1%) and changes in marital status.

About 22.2% of persons of this category we do not have in-

formation.

3. Conclusions and Lines

Further Research

The analyeis of the relationship between potential and

actual rural-urban migration permits us io.conceive this

process from many aspects,elucidate its new eocial featuree'

clarify the mechanism and conditions for the implementation

of out-migrational plans. The main conclusions are as

follows:

Potential migration, as a rule, is separated from ths

actual by a long span of time, auring which due to different

objective and subjective factors, this decision may die-

. appear altogether. Nevertheless, it seems to us that poten-

tial migration can be used for predicting actual cityward

migration, since 64.9% or nearly two thirds of tested popula-

tion were persons who either had been, or were, or would

be cityward migrants (see Scheme 1). This percentage includes

former rural dwellers resident at present in cities: thoee

who after being exposed to urban experience returned, on

the strength of particular circumstances, to rural life

(6.4% + 1.6%): and, finally, those who did not give up

their decision to leave but had not managed so far to im-

plement it and are going to do it in the nearest future

(15.9%).

We should note that 2.5% of 1967 potential migrants in

1970 resided in rural nonfarns. The previous studies of

migration have shown that rural-urban migration more often

than not takes place in two or three stages: first to the

nearest rural nonfarms and district seats, and then to .



cities. It wad very likely that in this case we also dealt'
With such reserve for future Population gain by cities.

The examination of'motives of disparity ('Opening of the
'scissors") between POtential and actual migration has shown
that actual, though not always recognized, attachment to
rural way of life is one of the strungeet factois rectifying
the implementation of uutfarm md.grational plans..

Rural life style has many attractive features and advan
tages comparing to the urban in the eyes of ruralites. This
io supported by the fact that even those rural people who
have general urban preferences and, one would think, are
resolved to migrate to city, are under strong influence of
favourable rural conditions. The latter were referred to by
34% of rural dwellers who had given up their migrational
plans. At the same time the now existing conditions and
employment opportunities in cities also considerably recti
fy the implementation of rural 'peoples migrational plans.
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